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Curdridge Reading Room and Recreation Ground Charity  

 

Minutes of meeting on 7th March 2016 

Those attending:  Penny Gregory, Elaine Flower, David Picton-Jones, Sheila McCarty, Ian Hine, 

Apologies received:  Emma Downer  

1) Welcome – Meeting started at 19:30  

a) Further to the visit of Kevan Bundell last month, the village PC arrangements are now work-

ing satisfactorily. Trustees are keen to develop the partnership with the PC on the other 

matters e.g. the proposed pathway when resources and circumstances allow 

Please note – these minutes have been typed to record discussions under the relevant 

heading and not necessarily in the order in which they were discussed at the meeting. 

2) Minutes of last meeting - Signed as correct. 

3. Matters Arising from last meeting – all to be discussed in main agenda or through reports sub-

mitted prior to meeting.   

4. House 

Ian conducted a presentation about our marketing plan commenting particularly on how we will 

use the website and social media platforms and integrate them with our more traditional ap-

proaches such as notice boards, Parish Magazine etc.  This incorporated information gleaned 

from a training course attended by Ian and Elaine.   

Action points from this presentation are: 

 Useful statistics were identified and will be incorporated into the monthly report. 

 #CurdridgeRR will be adopted as our standard for Twitter and Facebook and everyone is 

encouraged to use this 

 Ian will write to all our Members to encourage them to subscribe for the newsletter, the 

message will contain the link to the appropriate sign up page on the website.  The DPA 

ramifications will be addressed and adhered to.  The aim is to try and coordinate our 

three mailing lists, the other two being the Newsletter list and the Beer Festival list.  We 

aim to target the right information to the right people and avoid duplication in future. 

 A Village Hub page will be created where links to local organizations will be included.  

Ian will look into having a two way process where local people can feed back views in a 

controlled environment as we don’t want to find inappropriate material on our website.  

Local interest and information will be encouraged e.g. lost cats and dogs, traveler move-

ments, events, special needs such as people needing volunteers or items which can be 

given to a good home etc. 
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 The Newsletter will be produced in a format that can also be printed for people who 

don’t use social media and the distribution will be decided upon. 

 Elaine will send to Ian the marketing reports prepared by Russel and the log on details of 

the free listing websites used for events.   

 The main aim of the marketing plan is to bring in more hirers to cover the financial gap 

which currently exists.  This will be achieved by providing a valuable local service, provid-

ing information on a consistent basis across all media and will include some targeted ap-

proaches for specific needs such as martial arts, language courses and crafts etc.  The 

impact will be measured by Ian in his monthly report across statistics and financial re-

porting. 

 
Please see Ian’s monthly report, circulated by email.  

Additional discussion points resulting from report: 

Card for Chris – Two cards sent CLOSE 

Heating and electric heaters - We have been using electric heaters to warm the Billiard Room 

due to ongoing issues with the central heating.  The heating system now seems to have righted 

itself so the engineers are not needed at this time.  The decision to spend up to £600 should it 

go wrong again still stands and Ian should call them in without awaiting any approval unless it 

will cost more than £600. The stand alone heater will be removed immediately.  CLOSE 

Amy’s new tick list process for monitoring cleaning is working well.  CLOSE 

PAT testing – in the main parts of the building has been completed but the stores and the Show 

Sheds are awaiting a date from the electrician.  Ian to arrange PAT testing of Show equipment 

and items in the store cupboards before the next meeting. 

Path cleaning - Ian to check if more is planned to be done and discuss the quality if not.  Ian 

has not been able to get hold of the contractor and will follow this up quickly as it is most un-

like him. 

Kitnocks Muster Point - Ian liaising with Suzanne Thomas – ongoing awaiting contact from Su-

zanne. 

CADG - Ian has asked CADG to accommodate the auction in their November production week 

but has had no reply as yet.  The meeting with CADG for them to confirm and agree their set 

building plans for the next two productions has taken place.  The issue of using Botley Market 

Hall was also raised and CADG had forgotten they got a large hirer discount so they had thought 

they were saving money which they weren’t.  The members of CADG will be told when they next 

have a meeting and they have already reverted to CRR for play readings.  Ian will chase Ben ur-

gently to resolve the Auction issue so that they can be advised before the date of our next 

meeting. 
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Trees - We have received a quote for £800 to complete the tree work for this year which seemed 

excessive for what was needed.  The tree report noted non-essential works only so Lynne has 

confirmed that the work can be left until next year and done then.  CLOSE 

Hire interruptions / Meeting In Progress signs.  Further instances have occurred where other hir-

ers have not respected the time and space of people already using the building so Ian has made 

up laminated signs for them to use.  Ian was to buy signs from Makro but they have stopped 

stocking them.  CLOSE but Ian to monitor and liaise with all affected hirers as it happens and 

include in his report 

Cricket nets – Piers has written to Ian to say that the old nets frame will be removed as part of 

the pre-season tidy up.  The season starts on 16th April so Ian will monitor this and report using 

his Report process.  Move to Ian’s Report and CLOSE here. 

Summer Event: Elaine will apply for the TEN and review the rules over other licenses on site.  Da-

vid will write to the CCC if necessary to clarify the position.  Ongoing 

Yoga – Part payment received and more promised.  Move to Ian’s Report and CLOSE here. 

Holiday Year:  Ian is managing the dates with Amy and himself.  Emma will deal with the re-

quired documentation.  Ongoing 

New Hirer in Field for Dog Agility:  we will arrange a meeting on site to discuss whether we can 

safely create a different way through as the equipment is heavy.  Ian to arrange a meeting to 

include Elaine as it affects trees and others as available. 

Ian’s Report Project Plan:  well received and to be continued and developed by Ian.  Move to 

Ian’s Report and CLOSE here. 

5  Finance 

£40,559.59 CAF Gold / £500.00 CAF Cash   as at 7th March 2016 

Elaine has taken the 2015 accounts and books to the new Independent Examiner who has prom-

ised a response before Easter. 

AGM - 18th April – Agenda discussed and agreed.  Ian will buy wine, soft drinks and crisps in ad-

dition to the tea, coffee and milk for the meeting.  The agenda, the last AGM minutes and the 

2015 accounts will be sent electronically to Members after the next meeting.  To be done 8th 

April 2016 

6 Grounds 

Broken bench – call has been received from insurers.  Move to Ian’s Report and CLOSE here. 

Advertising signs in Skinner Field – Move to Ian’s Report and CLOSE here. 

7 Miscellaneous 
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Curdridge Show –  Elaine has contacted Jon Walker to meet with David and discuss his interest in 

becoming Show Chair.  Meeting 9th March 

Overpayment by Echo:  letter written but no reply.  Write again and give a deadline for a reply, 

saying we will treat it as a donation if no response.  Elaine to write 

Copyright issues – Letter sent but no reply  CLOSE here until reply received. 

SGHQ lease – We have the draft lease.  We think they should have the name of the Freeholder 

on their insurance as the terms of dealing with any claim are in the lease.  Elaine will check this.  

Then we will ask Nick to send to the S&GHQ Committee and David will meet them to discuss it 

and get the required signatures. 

Beer festival - Date agreed as Saturday 17th September.  Georgia has said that her firm would 

like to be sponsors again.  David has a suggestion for music that will be passed to Penny.       

Penny and James Stevens to be main organizers and main contact and Ian to manage publicity 

as part of the overall plan. 

8  Redevelopment  

A meeting was held last week with Simon Bull.  The figures are starting to look like they will 

work.  Penny explained some thoughts she had on the design of the new building and all are to 

go away and come up with more suggestions.  Elaine to organize another meeting with Simon 

and the architect next week to present and discuss our ideas. 

9 AOB 

David has completed Ian’s annual review. 

Meeting closed 22.23 

 

Meeting dates in 2016 

7 March 

6 April  

18 April - AGM 

3 May 

6 June 

4 July 

1 August 

5 September 

3 October 

7 November 

5 December 


